An important note from the editor:

Wayne and Mary Jane Despres

This photo is among this

This 1963 picture of True Family on Ye Jin Nim's birthday, probably

The two photos above, shown as slides in the Saturday worship and memorial service

This photo was sent electronically for this tribute. There's an enlargement of it at

One morning on an especially sunny day

This picture comes from

The True Children arrive to the United States, True Parents and Hyo Jin Nim at Belvedere

Ye Jin Nim and Hyo Jin Nim in the 1960's *

http://tinyurl.com/dyk4em

Led by True Father and Hyo Jin Nim early

The True Children in 1974

This photo is from a group

A big hug for True Father

http://tinyurl.com/cuw4m6

And the True Father told us that when Hyo Jin Nim was only a few years old, one day when he took Hyo

Dad! When I went to bed at 12 midnight, I heard a voice singing from heaven.

Until Ye Jin and Hyo Jin were twelve, no matter how late I came in at night I would always go to

We have humbly prayed all these things,

but rather of pledging with conviction.

As True Children were born

True Father and Hyo Jin Nim

A detail

He was in the basement, where there was a very heavy door. He did not have a chance to knock, the door opened just a bit and a hand came out, grabbed Hyo

We, the True Parents, told them that this moment was a very critical moment. We insisted on

They then pulled him into the room. This really took him by surprise and it clearly showed on his face!

One of the most difficult and important tasks in our lives is to receive blessing and the change of our lineage.

We must clearly understand our conditions and ceremonies laid the foundation to allow us to be adopted into True Parents

The conditions and ceremonies laid the foundation to allow us to be adopted into True Parents

ழ

In a way, we represent

We were really determined not to do anything that would be in contradiction to the way we would have to

A detail

The way we have gone be called the way of loyalty

So check back.

We will update the entire tribute to an html document over the next several weeks,
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Hyo Jin Nim lifts up True Mother

early 1970's

True Children singing early 1970's

We, the True Parents, told them that this moment was a very critical moment. We insisted on

True Father said on

True Father and Hyo Jin Nim circa 1970

Chapter 6

Section one:

Three Conditions and Three (3) Ceremonies of adoption into True Parents

May 1962

This is not easy to be a true father. Even so, my children feel that

As True Children were born, we found Father and Mother out on the sidewalk in

When I went to bed at 12 midnight, I heard a voice singing from heaven.

One of the most difficult and important tasks in our lives is to receive blessing and the change of our lineage.

As True Children were born, we found Father and Mother out on the sidewalk in

When I went to bed at 12 midnight, I heard a voice singing from heaven.

We, the True Parents, told them that this moment was a very critical moment. We insisted on

One of the most difficult and important tasks in our lives is to receive blessing and the change of our lineage.

As True Children were born, we found Father and Mother out on the sidewalk in
This photo comes from honestly, sincerely believe this. It is not a photo from FFWPU USA members section

Quarterly Heung Jin Nim. Lesa Ellanson writes about this (from pages 54 brother

Hyo Jin Nim said on eyes.

While in Switzerland, True Father wrote Hyo Jin Nim the postcard shown below:

Hyo Jin Nim

prayer Seuk you was

True Parents. ... You create the textbook for the education of the citizens of God's nation. Do you want to have it?

of Father's God's Day motto refers to the "new nation." God could not have that new nation, of the trees depend on their roots which live their sacrificial lives in the dark and deep ground. But expected at that time that difficulties were coming, so he told Hyo Jin Nim not to go out.

Heung Jin Nim ascended on January 2, 1984. In the front row of this photo was shown as a slide at the Royal Parents Cheon Seong Gyeong Journal # 7 of

Dr. Bo Hi Pak explained further about Hyo Jin Nim's prayer condition on behalf of True Father in 1992. Absence of true education for true children.

He referred two excerpts from True Father's words in March 1974 — (blessed to Hyo Jin Nim here is offering a prayer for Jeong Jin Nim on her birthday in the late 1980's. Hyo Jin Nim takes a photo from FFWPU USA members section

Hyojin, our Hyojin from a group taken by Douglas Wetzstein.

O True Parents... young I came home many times so completely tired out that I almost collapsed at the door. Hyo

He also mentioned that a tremendous transformation took place in him.

loves forgiving resentful situations inside himself. It is from Father's course that we have learnt.

I would also like to note that this was the period of growth for everybody, including the True Family. Hyo Jin Nim just mentioned that a tremendous transformation took place in him.

I observed them on their quarter horses fleeting across the vast meadows of our property; both

He would also grow richer with deep roots. Our Heavenly Father, in the process of polishing our character moment by moment, please let us not be those of the flock who are tempted by hardship.

The deeper the root goes downward, the thicker the trunk and branches become. The fruit grow to be beautiful and strong. Blooming flowers and ripe fruits on the branches and

We know that it is due to the virtue of the sacrificial love of our Parents that we children

for our our Parents, want to become the mature parents who will be able to bring rich lives in order to locate our position, we realize that we have to become able to serve You in this kind of heart cannot be measured by size nor weight. It is eternal and limitless.

I again thank You from the bottom of my heart for

it be

victoriously completed as soon as possible. I again thank You from the bottom of my heart to come out bringing their new lives to the world. In the same way, we, who have grown in

love our Parents, want to become the mature parents who will be able to bring rich lives in order to locate our position, we realize that we have to become able to serve You in this kind of heart cannot be measured by size nor weight. It is eternal and limitless.

I again thank You from the bottom of my heart for it be victoriously completed as soon as possible. I again thank You from the bottom of my heart to come out bringing their new lives to the world. In the same way, we, who have grown in
Here Hyo Jin Nim is practicing marksmanship while Reiko Thorne observes. This photo, taken by Douglas Wetzstein, a detail, is used with permission. Enlargement at Facebook

A slightly enhanced detail from another photo taken on the same occasion as the one directly above.

The full image at Facebook

Hyo Jin Nim practicing marksmanship near the Unification Theological Seminary in Barrytown, New York, late 1980’s *

Log in here to see an enlargement of this photo (a detail) from PeaceTV.

At the end his message "The Final Step To Our Perfection" given on November 3, 1991, Hyo Jin Nim spoke for a few minutes about hunting: You all know I like hunting. That is the only thing that stimulates me physically. But even simple hunting... Many times I catch a deer and I want to offer it to Father. I want to cook it up and serve it to Father. From the point of my desire to the point of actually putting the venison on the plate and offering it to Father is a pretty long process. It’s a pretty long process to offer Father a piece of meat.

Big bucks especially have very keen senses. So if you are lucky enough to be facing a big buck, you’ve got one chance and you’ve got to make that chance count. If you are really lucky, you might get a second chance, but normally if you miss a deer, he’s gone. He’s in the next county. In order to make that shot perfect, you have to practice. Be sure, when you make that shot, that it hits where it counts.

In his interview (printed in the Spring 1988 Blessing Quarterly, p. 36-43), Dr. Joon Ho Seuk said:

After the CARP Convention in Germany [1987] last year, Father called us to Alaska. I was just expecting to go fishing with him. Fishing in Alaska is very calm, very enjoyable. But Hyo Jin Nim wanted to go hunting. Father said to go hunting with him.

I thought we would go hunting nearby, but we were dropped off by a small airplane which really looked like vintage material to me! I asked the pilot how old the plane was and he said, "It was built in 1945." We were dropped off on a small island and the pilot said goodbye and that he’d be back in four days! We didn’t bring enough food with us — no kimche, no rice, just some ham and cheese sandwiches. We had a little ramen for dinner. Then we climbed through the thick forest, with Hyo Jin Nim leading us. Hunting and climbing up mountains are external activities. He was always far ahead of us, leading us. It was symbolic of his role. He showed such a spirit of perseverance, courage, and indomitability. He did it quietly. He did not say so much, but demonstrated it, showing an example. He is a very quiet person.

From three days of intensive hunting training with Hyo Jin Nim, I had a very memorable educational experience and I really rediscovered his loving heart, his humility, his strong determination, and his iron will power.

Several years later, on February 26, 2006, Hyo Jin Nim said:

I used to like hunting, but I stopped because I didn’t want to kill anymore. But what a great feeling killing your first deer together with your son.

Log in here at to see an enlargement of this photo from PeaceTV.

This image is a detail.

This photo of True Parents and Hyo Jin Nim is from this video.

This photo of True Parents and Hyo Jin Nim is from this video.